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New & Noteworthy 33 

When seeking to understand how humans adapt their movement to changes in substrate, 34 

the role of the human foot has been neglected. Using multi-segment foot modelling, we 35 
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highlight the importance of adaptable foot mechanics in adjusting to surfaces of different 36 

compliance. We also show, via electromyography, that the adaptations are under active 37 

muscular control.  38 

 39 

Abstract: 40 

Humans choose work-minimising movement strategies when interacting with compliant 41 

surfaces. Our ankles are credited with stiffening our lower limbs and maintaining the 42 

excursion of our body’s centre of mass on a range of surface stiffnesses. We may also be 43 

able to stiffen our feet through an active contribution from our plantar intrinsic muscles 44 

(PIMs) on such surfaces. However, traditional modelling of the ankle joint has masked this 45 

contribution. We compared foot and ankle mechanics and muscle activation on Low, 46 

Medium and High stiffness surfaces during bilateral hopping using a traditional and 47 

anatomical ankle model. The traditional ankle model overestimated work and 48 

underestimated stiffness compared to the anatomical model. Hopping on a low stiffness 49 

surface resulted in less longitudinal arch compression with respect to the high stiffness 50 

surface. However, because midfoot torque was also reduced, midfoot stiffness remained 51 

unchanged. We observed lower activation of the PIMs, soleus and tibialis anterior on the low 52 

and medium stiffness conditions, which paralleled the pattern we saw in the work performed 53 

by the foot and ankle. Rather than performing unnecessary work, participants altered their 54 

landing posture to harness the energy stored by the sprung surface in the low and medium 55 

conditions. These findings highlight our preference to minimise mechanical work when 56 

transitioning to compliant surfaces and highlight the importance of considering the foot as an 57 

active, multi-articular, part of the human leg.  58 
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 Introduction 1.59 

Running and hopping can be described as ‘bouncing’ gaits and are characterised by spring-60 

like centre of mass dynamics (1). These dynamics greatly benefit locomotion economy (1, 2) 61 

allowing energy recycling by tendons, that in-turn facilitates the decoupling of muscle from 62 

joint-level motion (28, 29). By regulating the biological stiffness contribution of our lower 63 

limbs, we are able to sustain this movement outcome and the elastic cycling of energy 64 

through perturbations that would otherwise incur significant mechanical work (4, 5). On 65 

compliant surfaces, we achieve this by altering, in real-time, the stiffness of our lower limbs 66 

to offset the effect of surface displacement on the trajectory of our body centre of mass (6, 7, 67 

11, 12, 13, 24, 28, 29). We often choose spring-like gaits and tune them to the varied 68 

substrates that we encounter in our modern environment. Studying the neuromechanical 69 

requirements of spring-like motion is therefore paramount to understanding how and why 70 

humans make this choice. 71 

Changes in our ankle mechanics are thought to have the greatest influence on the combined 72 

behaviour of our lower limbs on compliant surfaces (6, 7, 12, 13, 24, 31, 32). However, this 73 

understanding stems from an anatomically imprecise representation of our feet. Collating the 74 

actions of our feet into a single, rigid segment is known to skew, or even mask completely, 75 

their true contribution to whole-body movement (34, 37). It is therefore important to 76 

understand how a non-rigid representation of feet might have impacted existing 77 

understanding, and assess the contribution of feet in the adaptation of spring-mass 78 

mechanics to changing surface stiffness. 79 

Our feet are not rigid. They bend, stretch and recoil in series with our legs (21, 23), passively 80 

storing and returning as much as 17% of the energy required to redirect our body centre of 81 

mass during running (23). However, this mechanical function is not fixed (8, 17, 19, 20, 22, 82 

33). We can modify the energetic function of our feet through active contributions from our 83 

foot muscles (16, 18, 33, 35). This allows foot mechanics to be tuned on-demand by our 84 

central nervous system to meet task requirements (33). When our ability to use our plantar 85 

intrinsic foot muscles (PIMs) is removed, the versatility of our feet is greatly impaired (8). 86 

Prior work shows that through electrical stimulation our PIMs counter long arch compression 87 

in response to external load (21) and may act to stiffen the foot when we wear viscoelastic 88 

running shoes (22). Because the mechanical properties of the footwear were not tested we 89 

cannot be completely certain that the action of the PIMs was an effort to maintain system 90 

stiffness, or an effort to replace lost energy. More systematic work is required to show how 91 

the PIMs alter the function of our feet (and the leg spring) when we encounter changes in 92 

surface stiffness.  93 
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 94 

Given that changes in our ankle mechanics contribute greatly to tuning the spring-like 95 

function of our legs, our aims in this experiment were twofold. We first sought to test how a 96 

rigid representation of our feet as used in prior work has impacted our understanding of how 97 

humans adapt to spring-loaded surfaces, compared to a non-rigid foot. We hypothesised 98 

that rigid modelling of the foot would underestimate ankle quasi-stiffness compared to that 99 

determined using a multi-segment foot model, but would not change the understanding of 100 

how we adapt to a sprung surface. Because of the known contribution of the foot to 101 

movement, we then aimed to test the hypothesis that increased activation of the PIMs on 102 

spring-loaded surfaces acts to stiffen the foot in line with adjustments seen previously at 103 

more proximal structures. To do this we used motion capture of the foot and ankle, and fine-104 

wire electromyography recording of the PIMs during a bilateral hopping protocol on Low, 105 

Medium and High stiffness surfaces. 106 

 107 

 Methods 2.108 

 Participants 2.1.109 

Ten healthy participants (five females and five males; age, 27 ± 4 years; height, 170 ± 8 cm; 110 

mass, 73 ± 15 kg), with no history of diagnosed lower limb injury in the 6 months prior to 111 

data collection, provided written informed consent to participate in this study which was 112 

approved by the local ethics committee at the University of Exeter. 113 

 114 

 Experimental protocol 2.2.115 

Participants completed a bilateral hopping task under three experimental conditions: a low 116 

stiffness, compression-sprung surface (Low), a medium stiffness, compression-sprung 117 

surface (Medium) and a high stiffness surface with no compression springs or vertical 118 

displacement (High). The compression-sprung surface used in the low and medium 119 

conditions is described below. The surface of an in-ground AMTI force plate (BP400600HF; 120 

AMTI, MA, United States) formed the high stiffness condition. Participants hopped in place 121 

for a duration of 30 s, timing the start of each hop with the beat of a metronome set to their 122 

preferred hopping frequency as recorded in the High condition (mean frequency, 2.4 Hz). 123 

The order of subsequent trials (Low and Medium) was randomised. Participants were 124 

unshod for all conditions and given a period of familiarisation to each surface condition to 125 

ensure that there was no learning effect between conditions. Data collection was started 126 

once it was deemed that participants were able to closely match their frequency on each 127 

surface to the metronome.  128 
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 129 

 Low and Medium condition platform characteristics 2.3.130 

Two, adjustable, compression-sprung platforms were used so we could record the ground 131 

reaction forces applied only to the right foot in the Low and Medium stiffness conditions. 132 

One, the primary platform as pictured in, was fixed to the surface of the force plate (Figure 133 

1), with the second platform positioned adjacent to this on the laboratory floor. Each had 134 

identical mechanical properties with the same spring arrangement and only differed in 135 

placement within the capture volume. It was not possible for either platform to slip during 136 

experimental trials. The platforms comprised of carbon-fibre upper and lower surfaces 137 

stabilised with four linear bearings, and with a parallel compression-spring arrangement. The 138 

springs were secured using polylactide spring seats which also allowed ease of adjustment 139 

between Low and Medium conditions. The slope of the force-displacement relationship of 140 

the upper surface during a static load test was used to quantify the stiffness of the Low and 141 

Medium conditions; which were 55.26 and 77.02 kN.m-1, respectively. The upper surface of 142 

the plate was tracked using motion capture and along with ground reaction forces recorded 143 

during each trial its position was used to quantify the energy stored during compression in 144 

the Low and Medium conditions; 15.1 ± 4.90 J and 11.5 ± 4.64 J, respectively. Both Low and 145 

Medium surface configurations dissipated less than 1 J, respectively. 146 

 147 

 Data acquisition 2.4.148 

 Kinematic and kinetic measurements  2.4.1.149 

Three-dimensional motion data were captured at 200 Hz using a 12 array optoelectronic 150 

system (CX1; Codamotion, Charnwood Dynamics Ltd., Rothley, United Kingdom). Ground 151 

reaction forces and electromyography (EMG) were synchronously captured with the motion 152 

data at 4000 Hz. Infra-red markers were positioned over anatomical landmarks on the right 153 

shank (16) and foot of participants in accordance with the Istituto Ortopedico Rizzoli (IOR) 154 

foot model (26) as well as the upper surface of the primary platform. Markers were attached 155 

and cables managed using adhesive spray and double-sided tape, and where possible, 156 

further secured with cohesive bandage.  157 

 158 

 Muscle activation measurements 2.4.2.159 

Bi-polar fine-wire intra-muscular electrodes (0.051 mm, stainless steel, Teflon coated; 160 

Chalgren Enterprises, CA, United States) were inserted into the right foot of each participant 161 

in accordance with previously described B-mode ultrasound-guided insertion techniques (20) 162 

to record the muscle activation (EMG) of two PIM’s spanning similar anatomical pathways to 163 

passive structures; abductor hallucis (AH) and flexor digitorum brevis (FDB). Sterile 164 
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techniques were used for the insertion of all wires and voluntary contractions were 165 

performed to confirm correct placement (Kelly et al., 2018). Ag/AgCl surface electrodes 166 

(Covidien llc, MA, United States) were placed over the muscle belly of soleus (SOL) and 167 

tibialis anterior (TA) to record surface EMG (EMG) from the right leg of each participant. All 168 

EMG channels were sampled at 4000 Hz, pre-amplified with a 20-times gain, hardware 169 

filtered with a bandwidth of 20 to 2000 Hz (MA400; Motion Lab Systems, LA, United States) 170 

and grounded with a reference electrode placed over the tibial tuberosity. Motion artefacts 171 

were prevented by securing both pre-amplifiers and cabling with cohesive bandage. 172 

 173 

 Data analysis 2.5.174 

 Kinematics and kinetics  2.5.1.175 

Marker trajectories and ground reaction force data were exported to Visual3D (C-motion Inc., 176 

MD, United States) for post processing. Marker position data were digitally filtered with a 10 177 

Hz recursive second-order low-pass Butterworth filter and used to define and scale a rigid 178 

body model of the shank, calcaneus, midfoot, metatarsal and hallux segments for each 179 

participant. From this, six degree of freedom representations of the metatarsal-phalangeal 180 

joint (MTPj), midfoot, and ankle could be determined. Sagittal plane motion recorded using 181 

this approach shows good agreement with segment positions recorded using biplanar video 182 

radiography.  The orientation of the hallux with relative to the metatarsal segment was used 183 

to calculate the angle of the MTPj. We computed the midfoot as the orientation of the 184 

metatarsal segment with respect to the calcaneus (Cal-Met angle) with a positive change in 185 

the angle representing dorsiflexion of the metatarsals relative to the calcaneus, resulting in 186 

compression of the long arch (Figure 1). The ankle angle was computed as the orientation of 187 

both a rigid foot segment relative to the shank (ShankFoot - traditional) and the calcaneus 188 

relative to the shank (ShankCal - anatomical) as per recent recommendations (37). Joint 189 

moments were calculated in Visual3D using an inverse dynamics solution. The moment 190 

about both MTPj and midfoot were represented as internal moments in the coordinate 191 

system of the proximal segment. Quasi-stiffness of the ankle, midfoot and MTPj was 192 

calculated as the ratio of the change in moment about each joint to its angular displacement. 193 

Ground reaction forces were digitally filtered with a 35 Hz recursive second-order low-pass 194 

Butterworth filter and using a vertical threshold of 50 N, used to locate the start and end of 195 

each hop cycle. The position of the body centre of mass (COM) during each hop was 196 

calculated by twice integrating the net force of each participant with respect to time during 197 

each hop (3). Leg stiffness was calculated as ratio of the peak vertical ground reaction force 198 

to the change in length of the leg spring during contact. The resting length of the leg spring 199 

was defined as the distance between markers located on the pelvis and metatarsal heads at 200 
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the instance of each hop contact. Data were then exported to Matlab (The Mathworks Inc., 201 

MA, United States) for subsequent analyses. 202 

 203 

 Muscle activation 2.5.2.204 

Following DC offset removal, all EMG signals were digitally band-pass filtered between 35 205 

and 1000 Hz (intra-muscular) and 35-400 Hz (surface) to remove unwanted artefact. A 206 

digital notch filter (49-51 Hz) was then applied to remove AC-line noise (identified as a 207 

significant peak at 50 Hz in the fast-fourier transform power spectrum). EMG envelopes of 208 

the resultant signals were generated by calculating the root mean square (RMS) amplitude 209 

over a moving window of 50 ms and normalised to the maximum amplitude recorded for the 210 

respective muscle during the High condition. The normalised RMS envelopes were then 211 

integrated (iEMG) with respect to time for the contact and flight phases (iEMGcontact) and 212 

(iEMGflight). 213 

 214 

 Statistics 2.6.215 

Statistical analysis was performed in GraphPad Prism 8 software (GraphPad Software Inc., 216 

CA, United States). A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to test the influence of 217 

the ankle modelling approach and surface stiffness on estimates of ankle joint work and 218 

quasi-stiffness. A one-way, repeated measure ANOVA was used to determine the effect of 219 

surface on all outcome measures of foot mechanics and muscle activations. An alpha level 220 

of p ≤ 0.05 was used to determine statistical significance. Results are presented as mean ± 221 

standard deviation (SD) unless otherwise stated. 222 

 223 

 Results 3.224 

 Leg spring metrics 3.1.225 

Participants maintained the vertical excursion of their centre of mass with decreasing surface 226 

stiffness (High to Low) by increasing the combined stiffness of their legs (p = 0.005) (Table 227 

1).  228 

 229 

 Ankle joint mechanics 3.2.230 

Participants landed with their ankles in a more plantar flexed orientation on the High stiffness 231 

surface compared to the Low and Medium stiffness surfaces (p = 0.001). There was a main 232 

effect of ankle model type on both quasi-stiffness (p = 0.005) and net-work (p = 0.002). 233 

When modelled using only a shank and rigid foot segment the ankle was less stiff and 234 

performed greater net-work compared to the anatomical model, owing to greater angular 235 
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displacement (Figure 2A & B). We also detected a main effect of surface on quasi-stiffness 236 

(p = 0.049) and net-work (p = 0.003). Post-hoc comparisons showed that ankle stiffness was 237 

greater on the Low with respect to the High stiffness condition when using the anatomical 238 

model (p = 0.003) but not the traditional model. Conversely, less net-work was performed on 239 

the Low (p = 0.01) and Medium (p = 0.01) conditions compared to the High stiffness 240 

condition (Figure 2 C & D). 241 

 242 

 Foot mechanics 3.3.243 

In a similar manner to the ankle, Cal-Met (midfoot) excursion was greater for the High 244 

stiffness condition (p = 0.03) (Table 1). As a consequence, participants performed 245 

significantly more work about their midfoot with respect to the Low stiffness surface (p = 246 

0.03) (Figure 3C and Table 1). Work at the MTPj (forefoot) was also reduced for the Low (p 247 

= 0.01) and Medium (p = 0.03) surfaces compared to the High stiffness surface (Table 2). 248 

The lower peak torque about the midfoot on the compliant surface conditions (p = 0.01) 249 

meant that we detected no effect of surface stiffness on joint quasi-stiffness during loading 250 

(Table 2). 251 

 252 

 Muscle activation 3.4.253 

Soleus, AH and FDB muscles displayed similar patterns of activity (increases in amplitude) 254 

for each stiffness condition. There was a period inactivity when participants were not in 255 

contact with the platforms, followed by a burst of activity during contact (Figure 4). Integrated 256 

EMG during contact revealed a lower activation of SOL (p = 0.001) , TA (p = 0.008), AH (p = 257 

0.001)  and FDB (p = 0.001)  on the low compared to the high surface stiffness and medium 258 

compared to high stiffness surface (Table 3).   259 

 260 

 Discussion 4.261 

When humans encounter compliant surfaces, we stiffen our legs by altering the mechanical 262 

function of our ankles to maintain an invariant system stiffness with our environment (6, 11). 263 

Prior work in this area has assumed that our feet and ankles are single, rigid non-adaptable 264 

structures. However, human feet are not rigid. Through active muscular contributions, we 265 

can alter the energetic and mechanical function of the foot and ankle to meet varied task 266 

demands (33). It has been shown that running in cushioned shoes appears to 267 

simultaneously increase our longitudinal arch quasi-stiffness and foot muscle activation (22). 268 

Here we expected that increased activation of the PIMs would act to stiffen the foot and 269 

compensate for the more compliant Low and Medium surface conditions. However, this was 270 

not the case, with activation of the PIMs reducing on the Low and Medium conditions. 271 
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Despite this, participants still altered their foot and ankle kinematics and kinetics to adjust to 272 

the different surface stiffnesses. The strategy used by participants on the compliant surfaces 273 

involved altering foot-ankle landing geometry to harness the energy stored and returned by 274 

the springs incorporated into the platforms; reducing the requirement for their foot and ankle 275 

muscles to be as active as when they hopped on a rigid surface. 276 

 277 

Our participants adopted work-minimising movement strategies when adjusting to the 278 

compliant surface. The observed reduction in both PIMs and SOL peak activation and iEMG 279 

(Figure 4 and Table 3) on the compliant surfaces paralleled the changes we saw in the 280 

mechanical work performed at the foot and ankle. As surface compliance increased, so did 281 

the potential for the sprung platforms to store and return energy and assume some of the 282 

mechanical work (negative and positive) associated with hopping to a given height and 283 

frequency. With concurrent reductions in activation of foot and ankle muscles and work done 284 

at the foot and ankle,  the sprung platforms appeared to assist our hoppers in maintaining a 285 

constant hopping motion, but with reduced muscular effort. That humans harness the energy 286 

stored and returned by the compliant surfaces to reduce the need to contract our PIMs and 287 

SOL to produce foot and ankle mechanical work matches the trends reported elsewhere for 288 

the lower limb (6, 24). Elastic surfaces operating in series with the leg can assist hoppers 289 

and runners by reducing the mechanical work and metabolic cost required to maintain 290 

spring-like centre of mass dynamics, since the compression and recoil of the surface is able 291 

to perform negative and positive work on the centre of mass (24). This is also similar to the 292 

reductions seen in muscle activation and force output for hopping with passive exoskeletal 293 

devices located in parallel with the lower limb (9, 10, 14). Despite the required increase in 294 

biological stiffness required to maintain an invariant system stiffness with a series spring, 295 

humans reduce the active contribution to work from their foot and ankle muscles. With this in 296 

mind, it is likely that the altered landing geometry and increased ground contact time that we 297 

observed in the compliant surface conditions was part of a strategy to reduce muscular 298 

contributions to work and harness the energy stored in the platforms. Our participants chose 299 

to adopt a more plantar flexed position at landing on the high stiffness surface, where energy 300 

was not being stored and then returned by springs to the hopper. This meant that on the 301 

high stiffness surface, joints of the foot and ankle went through larger ranges of motion and 302 

muscles were more active and joint torques greater, resulting in more work being observed. 303 

This is similar to the increase in PIM activation and midfoot work that was observed by our 304 

group in fore-foot strike running compared to rear-foot strike running (19). In that study, the 305 

fore-foot strike technique resulted in a more plantar flexed ankle position at ground contact, 306 

similar to reorienting the foot for the high stiffness surface seen in this study. Landing in a 307 

more plantar flexed posture seems to require considerably more muscle activity, and it 308 
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seems that when an alternative source of that work is available (e.g. the sprung platforms) 309 

we are able to harness this to reduce muscular contributions. It should be noted that 310 

participants in our study were given a period of familiarisation to each surface stiffness and 311 

thus were familiar with each stiffness condition, so this may well be a conscious voluntary 312 

choice. That our participants altered their landing position is consistent with prior work on 313 

expected changes in surface stiffness (30). The findings reported here add to the notion that 314 

humans tune their movement strategy to one that is mechanically inexpensive when 315 

adapting to changes induced by spring-loaded surfaces or devices. We have extended prior 316 

work to show that the intrinsic muscles of the foot are actively involved in such tuning. 317 

 318 

Contrary to our hypothesis, we observed no change in MLA and MTPj quasi-stiffness despite 319 

reductions in PIMs activation when our participants hopped on the Low and Medium surface 320 

conditions. These findings are at odds with prior work from our group where increases in 321 

intrinsic foot muscle activation occurred in parallel with a reduction in longitudinal arch 322 

compression when running in cushioned running shoes (22).  While participants in the 323 

present study displayed significantly lower Cal-Met excursion for the Low and Medium 324 

conditions, lower torque was generated about their midfoot. In a prior study, kinematic 325 

measures were used as a surrogate for quasi-stiffness (22). Our findings here highlight the 326 

importance of not solely relying on the motion of the foot and activation of the PIMs when 327 

commenting on its stiffness. However, data processing cannot explain why activation of the 328 

PIMs decreased on compliant surfaces in the present study, but increased in compliant 329 

running shoes in previous work from our group (22). This is likely explained by the elastic 330 

nature of the surface used in the current study, compared to the viscoelastic nature of the 331 

running shoes used in the earlier study. In the current experiment, our sprung platforms 332 

performed very little net-negative work; storing energy when they were compressed and 333 

returning energy to the participant as the springs returned to their resting length. Materials 334 

with elastic properties in-series with the lower limb have been shown previously to reduce 335 

the metabolic cost of running by reducing the muscular effort required to cushion foot-ground 336 

impacts (36). A cushioned running shoe with a viscoelastic midsole, however, is likely to 337 

have dissipated up to 35% of the absorbed energy (15); increasing the cost of each foot 338 

contact (27). This loss of energy must be compensated for. It has been shown that additional 339 

work is performed by lower limb extensor muscles when humans hop in place on surfaces 340 

with high compliance but low resilience (high damping) (27, 31, 32). The PIMs also have 341 

potential to contribute to this compensatory muscle work. The foot’s function can be modified 342 

by PIMs to contribute to changes in work performed by the lower limb (16, 33). Therefore we 343 

suggest that the increased activation of the PIMs recorded in response to cushioned shoes 344 

in the earlier cited studies occurred as a response to replace the energy dissipated by the 345 
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shoe. The present study further supports the idea that our central nervous system alters our 346 

foot mechanics to meet the energetic demands of locomotion (22, 33). Combining our 347 

findings with other recent works (8, 22, 33) we suggest that activation of the PIMs is more 348 

tightly coupled to the mechanical work done by the foot rather than quasi-stiffness of the 349 

longitudinal arch. 350 

 351 

That our participants increased their leg stiffness when hopping on the Low and Medium 352 

compared to the High stiffness surface (Table 1) aligns with prior work documenting leg 353 

spring adaptations to springy surfaces (6, 11). To draw upon these findings and uncover how 354 

a non-rigid representation of our feet would impact our understanding of how we adapt to 355 

changes in surface stiffness, we contrasted estimates of ankle mechanics using two 356 

established modelling conventions, since it is our ankles that have been shown to have the 357 

greatest influence on our leg spring stiffness (6, 24). A traditional, two-segment ankle with a 358 

rigid foot segment was compared to an anatomical ankle where the kinematics of the rear 359 

foot, midfoot and MTPj were modelled. Compared to earlier work (6, 24), we did not detect a 360 

significant effect of surface on estimates of ankle stiffness calculated from the traditional 361 

model. However, a significant effect of surface was observed when quantifying stiffness with 362 

the anatomical model. This finding is likely explained by the minimum stiffness of our sprung 363 

surfaces being close to double that of those used by Farley and colleagues (6) who only 364 

observed a significant effect of surface on ankle stiffness from their most stiff to least stiff 365 

condition. Our results show that merging the actions of the foot increases estimates of ankle 366 

joint excursion, and as a consequence yields lower estimates of stiffness and higher 367 

estimates of ankle work. These insights into anatomical and traditional ankle joint modelling 368 

align well with prior work by Zelik & Honert (37) and Kessler and colleagues (25) that 369 

suggests a rigid representation of our feet introduces a systematic error into estimates of 370 

ankle joint mechanics. Our findings suggest that an anatomical model of the ankle may be 371 

more sensitive to detecting changes in quasi-stiffness. 372 

 373 

 Strengths and limitations 4.1.374 

Hopping is not a natural gait employed by humans. However it shares many mechanical 375 

similarities with running and can be more readily manipulated for specific laboratory based 376 

experiments. We studied hopping due to its repetitive nature, allowing a rigorously controlled 377 

experimental protocol using a simple platform design. Furthermore, because the ankle joint 378 

is the primary power source during hopping, it provided an ideal task to test how traditional 379 

modelling techniques impact our understanding of adaptation to changes in surface stiffness. 380 

While  we have linked activation of the PIMs to work and not stiffness, more complex 381 
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platform designs that utilise a spring-damper to remove energy from the system would 382 

provide insight as to the neuromechanical function of the foot in this context. On the topic of 383 

platform design, though allowing ease of adjustment between conditions and minimising any 384 

inertial effects, the lightweight nature of our spring-loaded platforms resulted in slight flexing 385 

of the linear stabilising shafts when the upper surface was not loaded uniformly. As a 386 

consequence, uneven vertical displacement of the upper surface with respect to the lower 387 

surface was possible if participants landed with their centre of pressure away from the centre 388 

of the platform surface. Because we were interested in determining the effect of surface 389 

stiffness and not stability, we accounted for this by only including hops where the centre of 390 

pressure excursion from the platform centre fell within one standard deviation of the mean 391 

excursion of all hops recorded. We used similar criteria to exclude consecutive hops should 392 

their frequency fall outside one standard deviation of the mean frequency recorded for each 393 

trial. Because we imposed participants’ preferred frequency on the high stiffness surface in 394 

each condition, it should also be noted that participants were faced with the high stiffness 395 

surface before experiencing the Low and Medium sprung surfaces. However, prior work (11) 396 

has shown that global aspects of hopping on a range of surface stiffnesses remain 397 

consistent irrespective of surface order. 398 

 399 

 Conclusion 5.400 

In summary, we have presented novel evidence that human foot neuromechanics during 401 

hopping are tuned on-demand to changes in surface stiffness. We expected the foot to 402 

contribute to the stiffening of the lower limb through increased plantar intrinsic muscle 403 

activation on springy surfaces. Instead, hoppers in our experiment sought to reduce the 404 

muscular work that foot and ankle muscles performed by utilising the energy stored and 405 

returned by the sprung platforms. These findings further highlight our preference to minimise 406 

work for a given centre of mass trajectory when transitioning to surfaces with varied stiffness 407 

properties. They also show the importance of considering the foot as an active, multi-408 

articular part of the human leg spring when exploring surface adaptations. 409 

 410 
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 509 

  Figure legends 7.510 
 511 

Figure 1. Experimental setup of the right leg and primary platform for the Low and Medium 512 

stiffness conditions. Surface stiffness was altered by changing the number of springs in 513 

parallel arrangement between the upper and lower surfaces. For the High stiffness condition 514 

the platform was removed from the force plate and participants hopped directly on the force 515 

plate. White segments are those used to define anatomical joint angles used in analysis. 516 

 517 

Figure 2. A and B plot the ankle angle against its moment for the traditional and anatomical 518 

models, respectively. C and D plot the mean ± SD net, positive (no shading) and negative 519 

(grey shading) work per kilogram (normalised to body mass) of the traditional and 520 

anatomical ankle on the Low, Medium and High stiffness surface. Significant effects of 521 

surface on net work are represented by *. 522 

 523 

Figure 3. A and B plot the Cal-Met angle against its moment and the MTPj angle against the 524 

MTPj moment, respectively. C and D plot the mean ± SD net, positive (no shading) and 525 

negative (grey shading) work per kilogram (normalised to body mass) of the midfoot and 526 

MTPj on the Low, Medium and High stiffness surface. Significant effects of surface on net 527 

work are represented by *. 528 

 529 

Figure 4. Group mean ensembles ± SD (shaded area) for normalised RMS EMG signal 530 

amplitude for soleus (SOL, A), tibialis anterior (TA, B), abductor hallucis (AH, C) and flexor 531 

digitorum brevis (FDB, D) for the Low (black line), Medium (grey line) and High (dashed line) 532 

stiffness conditions. Ensembles are presented for a single hop cycle (i.e. from toe off (TO) to 533 

toe off). Foot contact (FC) is indicated by the vertical dashed line. For each muscle, data are 534 

normalised for each subject to the peak amplitude recorded during the High stiffness 535 

condition. 536 

 537 
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Figure 1. Experimental setup of the right leg and
primary platform for the Low and Medium stiffness
conditions. Surface stiffness was altered by
changing the number of springs in parallel
arrangement between the upper and lower
surfaces. For the High stiffness condition the
platform was removed from the force plate and
participants hopped directly on the force plate.
White segments are those used to define
anatomical joint angles used in analysis.
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Table 1. Global hopping metrics 
 Low Medium High 

Hop height (m) 0.04 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.02 0.05 ± 0.02 
Hop time (s) 0.43 ± 0.05 0.43 ± 0.06 0.43 ± 0.06 
Ground contact time (s) 0.25 ± 0.03* 0.24 ± 0.03* 0.22 ± 0.04 
Impulse (N.s-1) 157.0 ± 47.7 155.0 ± 47.1 151.0 ± 49.4 
Leg stiffness (kN.m-1) 22.5 ± 5.25*,** 17.1 ± 2.33* 14.0 ± 2.61 
* Significant effect of surface compared to High stiffness surface condition, p < 0.05, ** significant effect of 
surface compared to Medium stiffness surface condition, p < 0.05 
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Table 2. Mean  SD excursion, angle at contact, peak torque, quasi-stiffness and 
net-work for each surface condition and each defined joint. 
  Surface stiffness condition 

  Low Medium High 

Platform     
 Displacement during loading (m) 0.03  0.01 0.02  0.01 - 
Centre of mass     
 Vertical excursion during contact (m) 0.09  0.04 0.10  0.03 0.10  0.06 
Traditional ankle     
 Excursion during loading (deg) 13.3  7.44** 17.3  5.74** 27.0  7.29 
 Angle at contact  (deg) 69.6  9.50** 71.4  9.62** 60.9  9.82 
 Peak torque (Nm.kg-1) 0.99  0.40** 1.07  0.23** 1.64  0.25 
 Quasi-stiffness (Nm.kg-1.deg-1) 0.07  0.02 0.06  0.03 0.06  0.01 
 Net-work (J.kg-1) 0.12  0.04 0.12  0.03 0.19  0.07 
Anatomical 
ankle 

    

 Excursion during loading (deg) 5.04  5.53** 6.44  4.75** 14.0  6.19 
 Angle at contact  (deg) 8.99  9.44** 10.6  8.36** 3.52  7.19 
 Peak torque (Nm.kg-1) 0.99  0.40** 1.07  0.23** 1.64  0.25 
 Quasi-stiffness (Nm.kg-1.deg-1) 0.54  0.47*,** 0.32  0.14* 0.20  0.09* 
 Net-work (J.kg-1) 0.07  0.03* 0.08  0.04* 0.13  0.06 
Midfoot     
 Excursion during loading (deg) 13.6  5.71** 17.9  4.62 21.5  4.80 
 Angle at contact  (deg) -45.3  11.0** -44.9  9.59** -50.3  9.49 
 Peak torque (Nm.kg-1) 0.65  0.28** 0.73  0.18** 1.15  0.24 
 Quasi-stiffness (Nm.kg-1.deg-1 0.06  0.02 0.05  0.02 0.05  0.02 
 Net-work (J.kg-1) 0.06  0.03** 0.07  0.03 0.12  0.03 
Metatarsal-phalangeal joint    
 Excursion during loading (deg) 6.14  3.75 6.56  4.78 6.60  4.90 
 Angle at contact  (deg) 34.0  11.5 33.0  7.47 39.3  6.56 
 Peak torque (Nm.kg-1) 0.28  0.18 0.34  0.15 0.43  0.14 
 Quasi-stiffness (Nm.kg-1.deg-1) 0.02  0.02 0.02  0.02 0.02  0.01 
 Net-work (J.kg-1) -0.02  0.01** -0.03  0.01** -0.05  0.02 

*Significant effect of model type, p < 0.05 

** Significant effect of Low and Medium, compared to the High condition, p < 0.05 
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Table 3. Mean ± SD integrated EMG (iEMG). For each muscle, data are normalised 
for each subject to the peak amplitude recorded during the High stiffness condition. 

  Surface stiffness condition 
  Low Med High 
Soleus     
 iEMGcontact 5.30 ± 1.68* 6.35 ± 1.24* 7.29 ± 1.00 

 iEMGpre 1.76 ± 0.54*,** 1.62 ± 0.60 1.34 ± 0.36 
Tibialis anterior    
 iEMGcontact 6.28 ± 1.20* 6.35 ± 1.20* 7.28 ± 0.97 
 iEMGpre 1.83 ± 0.60*,** 1.69 ± 0.63 1.40 ± 0.37 
Abductor hallucis    
 iEMGcontact 5.29 ± 1.68* 6.34 ± 1.25* 7.30 ± 1.00 

 iEMGpre 1.77 ± 0.54*,** 1.63 ± 0.61 1.36 ± 0.38 
Flexor digitorum brevis    
 iEMGcontact 5.37 ± 1.60* 6.36 ± 1.20* 7.30 ± 1.00 
 iEMGpre 1.80 ± 0.53*,** 1.66 ± 0.59 1.35 ± 0.35 

* Significant effect of surface compared to High stiffness surface condition, p < 0.05, ** significant effect of 
surface compared to Medium stiffness surface condition, p < 0.05 
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